
New Service Event
Judge: Jerry Gee

(Single Journeyman Event)

Mean Time: 10 – Minutes

Drop Dead Time: 15 –minutes

Event Summary:

The competitor will connect a #2 triplex to a service then climb a pole, sag and connect
to energized secondary at 120/240 volts. Competitors are allowed to wear class 0
rubber gloves (no leather gloves will be allowed) for this event. Competitor will then
climb down pole, perform voltage safety checks, install meter and meter socket cover.

Event Specifications:

1. Time starts when the judge signals for the lineman to begin.
2. Competitor will have a 5 minute set-up time.
3. The competitor can start with their tools on, with gaff guards.
4. The competitor must start at the service terminations which can be reached

standing on the ground.
5. The rope will be tied to the conductor using the competitor’s choice of knot.  A

conductor that is dropped while being raised to sag will be a 5-point deduction.
No snaps, clamps, grips or similar devices for attaching the rope to the triplex will
be allowed

6. The competitor must use a devise for conductor sagging, slack blocks, jack strap.
7. After descending the pole the competitor must either remove gaffs or install gaff

guards before returning to the service.
8. Time stops when the meter socket cover is installed after meter set.
9. Competitor will remove drop untimed (he is still being judged) and put everything

back for the next competitor.
10. Triplex may be dropped after sufficient warning to judge.
11. All connectors must be returned before leaving the event.
12. See General Rules.



Rodeo Material List 2017

New Service Event

Clevis Chance 0337
Spool DE455
Preform Dead End Wraps Preform DG4542
Service Grip Preform SG4504
Secondary Spreader Preform 5060160
Single Bolt Connector Burndy UC8W26L
#2 Triplex Conch
Clevis Chance 0337
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